Wacky Wildlife Laws
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Introduction

Outdated and “wacky” laws are interesting informational bits we find floating around the internet and in legend. Many sites and articles are devoted to listing these legislative “facts,” but how many are actually true and what events led to their creation? For wildlife laws especially, legislation on or off the books provides clues to what are, or once were, serious problems affecting animals and ecosystems.

War Camels of the Southwest

One common “wacky law” is a Nevada Act prohibiting “camels and dromedaries from running at large on or about the public highways of Nevada.” The Nevada Legislature passed this law in February 1875 but repealed it in 1899, and although this law is no longer in effect, it has a fascinating history. The law was drafted after the U.S. War Department authorized the import of camels as potential military assets to be utilized in Westward expansion. In 1858, the imported camels were used as pack animals to assist in a road construction project from New Mexico to California, partially to test their usefulness as military animals. However, despite the camels’ adaptability, the animals were not utilized for the military, mostly due to the outbreak of the Civil War. After the camel military project was abandoned, the camels were sold and used as pack animals in Nevada to carry salt into the gold mines. However, many were also released into the Nevada desert and became wild. Those camels became a nuisance to other pack animals and road users, leading to the drafting of the legislation.

Bear Boxing

Louisiana and Oklahoma have enacted laws banning participation in and profiting from any bear wrestling matches. In Louisiana violation of the law can incur a fine of up to $500 and six months imprisonment, and in Oklahoma fines are capped at $2,000 and up to a year imprisonment. In Alabama there was an entire code section dedicated solely to regulating “bear exploitation” and in particular, outlawing participation in or organizing bear wrestling matches, however this law was recently repealed as an obsolete code section. This legislation emerges from the long existing practice of pitting bears against humans in both boxing and wrestling matches. These fights have been staged in America since the 1800’s, and were common in traveling circuses and county fairs spanning shows across the country. Mistreatment of the bears was rampant, and they were often half-crippled from their human trainers having pulled out teeth and claws, cut arm and leg tendons, and fitted them with muzzles and boxing mitts to give their human opponents the upper hand. Bear wrestling was also incredibly dangerous for the human combatants as fatalities and injuries occurred. The popularity of bear wrestling waned around the turn of the century, picked up in the 1930’s through the 1950’s, until it gradually declined again following the rise of animal rights awareness. However, bear fighting is not completely obsolete. As recently as 1995, an Ohio bar was caught running a series of bear fights offering a cash reward to challengers who could pin the bear.

Protecting Easter Pets

According to Kentucky statute Title XL Chapter 436.600 it is illegal to possess baby chicks, ducklings, other fowl or rabbits that have been dyed or colored or to dye or color those same animals. The law is cross-referenced in KRS 525.130 prohibiting the cruel mistreatment or neglect of animals. Animal advocacy groups explain that the primary purpose of this law is to discourage the abandonment of these animals. Colored chicks, ducklings and rabbits are bought for Easter as gifts, but after the holiday is over, thousands of these animals are treated as novelties rather than pets. Children quickly grow bored of the animals and thousands of them are returned to humane societies, dumped in parks or die from neglect. Laws like KRS 436.600, and similar legislation in Florida discourage the sale of these animals to prevent their neglect and abandonment by owners unprepared for the responsibility of pet ownership.

Conclusion

Humans, for better or worse, have discovered innumerable ways to utilize and exploit wildlife, both animals and plants for entertainment and monetary gain. Fortunately, as support for animal cruelty and environmental protection has grown in recent years, wildlife exploitation has gradually lessened. However, often in these wacky laws, the legal system leaves bookmarks in the darker chapters of wildlife exploitation history.
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